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The electric car, once the “zero-emissions” darling of environmentalists, is sometimes maligned as an “emissions-elsewhere” 
vehicle, since the electricity to charge its batteries must be generated in electrical generation plants that produce emissions. 
This is a reasonable point, but we must then ask how much pollution an electric car produces per mile – accounting for all 
emissions, starting from the gas or oil well where the source fuel is extracted, all the way to the final consumption of 
electricity by the car’s motor. When we work through the numbers, we find that the electric car is significantly more efficient 
and pollutes less than all alternatives. 

In this paper, we will investigate the Tesla Roadster™, which uses 
commodity lithium-ion batteries instead of lead-acid batteries or nickel-
metal-hydride batteries as most electric cars have used. Not only does this 
lithium-ion–based car have extremely high well-to-wheel energy 
efficiency and extremely low well-to-wheel emissions, it also has 
astonishing performance and superior convenience.  

Lithium ion batteries are a lot more difficult to use than previous 
technologies; this is the reason that they have not so far been used in 
electric cars. Tesla Motors is spending a lot of effort making a safe, light, 
and durable lithium ion battery system.  Over time, Tesla will probably 
put tens of millions into pack and cell features and optimization. However 
– as this paper will show, the energy and power density of lithium ion 
batteries make this effort very worthwhile. 

Energy Efficiency 
To compute the well-to-wheel energy efficiency of any car, we start with 
the energy content of the source fuel (e.g. coal, crude oil or natural gas) as 
it comes from the ground. We then track the energy content of this fuel as 
it is converted to its final fuel product (e.g. gasoline or electricity), 
subtracting the energy needed to transport the fuel to the car. Finally, we 
use the fuel efficiency of the car itself (e.g. its advertised mpg) to 
complete the equation.  

All fuels can be described in terms of the energy per unit of mass. In this 
paper, we will express the energy content of fuels in terms of mega-joules 
per kilogram (MJ/kg). Well-to-wheel efficiency is then expressed in terms 
of kilometers driven per mega-joule (km/MJ) of source fuel consumed – a 
higher number is better. 

Gasoline Cars 
In this section, we will calculate the well-to-wheel energy efficiency of a 
normal gasoline-powered car. First, let’s take gasoline’s energy content, which is 46.7 MJ/kg,1 or 34.3 MJ/l.2 Second, we 
know that production of the gas and its transportation to the gas station is on average 81.7% efficient,3 meaning that 18.3% of 
the energy content of the crude oil is lost to production and transportation. Third, 34.3 MJ/l / 81.7% = 42 MJ/l; 42 mega-joules 
of crude oil are needed to produce one liter of gasoline at the gas pump. 

An interview with M.I.T. Prof. 
Donald Sadoway 

From MIT’s Technology Review, Tuesday, November 
22, 2005 “The Lithium Economy: Why hydrogen might 
not power future vehicles and lithium-based batteries 
might” By Kevin Bullis 

TR: How good can batteries get? 

DS: I think we could easily double [the energy 
capacity of] what we have right now. We have 
cells in the lab that, if you run the numbers for a 
thin-film cell of reasonable size, you end up with 
two to three times current lithium ion [batteries]. 

But there's more. The fantasy of all fantasies is 
chromium. If we could stabilize chromium [as a 
material for battery cathodes] and I could...give 
you a battery with 600-700 watts per kilogram [of 
energy capacity] with reasonable drain rate, that 
says good-bye hydrogen economy. 

TR: You've driven an electric car before. What 
was that like? 

DS: I opened the sun roof, rolled down the 
windows, and I pulled out. It was like a magic 
carpet. You hear people laughing, talking, and 
you're interacting with the city. I returned the 
vehicle to the fellow at Boston Edison, and I 
came back here and said, "I've got to work harder. 
I've got to make this thing happen." The only 
reason that car isn't everywhere: it couldn't go 
more than 70 miles on a charge. But you make it 
270, game over. Anybody who drives it will 
never go back to internal combustion. 
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The most efficient ordinary gasoline car made was the 1993 Honda Civic VX, which was EPA-rated at 51 mpg for combined 
city and highway driving.4 Converting to metric, this car was rated at 21.7 kilometers per liter of gasoline. Thus, its efficiency 
is 21.7 km/l / 42 MJ/l = 0.52 km/MJ. Keep in mind that the Honda Civic VX got about twice the gas mileage of typical cars – 
a car like a Toyota Camry is rated around 0.28 km/MJ. 5 

Hybrid Cars 
All hybrid cars available today have no provision to charge their batteries except by using energy that is ultimately generated 
by their gasoline engines. This means that they may be considered, from a pollution and energy efficiency perspective, to be 
nothing more than somewhat more efficient gasoline cars. If the EPA-certified gas mileage for such a car is 51 mpg, this is 
exactly the same as an ordinary gasoline car that gets 51 mpg. (If a hybrid car could recharge its batteries by plugging in when 
at home, and if its batteries held enough charge for a meaningful drive, this would not be true.) 

The most efficient hybrid car is the 2005 Honda Insight, which gets 63 mpg for combined city and highway driving.6 Using 
similar math as we used for the Civic VX above, the Insight’s well-to-wheel energy efficiency is 0.64 km/MJ. The famous 
Toyota Prius is EPA-rated to get 55 mpg in combined city-highway driving, for an energy efficiency of 0.56 km/MJ.7 

Electric Cars 
Even with tires and gearing optimized for performance (rather that absolute efficiency), the Tesla Roadster only consumes 
about 110 watt-hours (0.40 mega-joules) of electricity from the battery to drive a kilometer, or 2.53 km/MJ. 8 

The energy cycle (charging and then discharging) of the lithium-ion batteries in the Tesla Roadster is about 86% efficient. 
This means that for every 100 mega-joules of electricity used to charge such a battery, only 86 mega-joules of electricity are 
available from the battery to power the car’s motor. Thus, the “electrical-outlet-to-wheel” energy efficiency of the Tesla 
Roadster is 2.53 km/MJ x 86% = 2.18 km/MJ. 

The most efficient way to produce electricity is with a “combined cycle” natural gas-fired electric generator. (A combined 
cycle generator combusts the gas in a high-efficiency gas turbine, and uses the waste heat of this turbine to make steam, which 
turns a second turbine – both turbines turning electric generators.) The best of these generators today is the General Electric 
“H-System” generator, which is 60% efficient,9 which means that 40% of the energy content of the natural gas is wasted in 
generation. 

Natural gas recovery is 97.5% efficient, and processing is also 97.5% efficient.10 Electricity is then transported over the 
electric grid, which has an average efficiency of 92%,11 giving us a “well-to-electric-outlet” efficiency of 60% x 92% x 97.5% 
x 97.5% = 52.5%. 

Taking into account the well-to-electric-outlet efficiency of electricity production and the electrical-outlet-to-wheel efficiency 
of the Tesla Roadster, the well-to-wheel energy efficiency of the Tesla Roadster is 2.18 km/MJ x 52.5% = 1.14 km/MJ, or 
double the efficiency of the Toyota Prius.12 

Hydrogen Fuel-Cell Cars 
Hydrogen does not exist in nature except as part of more complex compounds such as natural gas (CH4) or water (H2O). The 
most efficient way to produce large quantities of hydrogen today is by reforming natural gas. For new plants, the well-to-tank 
efficiency of hydrogen produced from natural gas, including generation, transportation, compression, is estimated to be 
between 52% and 61% efficient.13 

The upper limit of efficiency for a PEM (Proton Exchange Membrane) fuel cell is 50%14. The output of the fuel cell is 
electricity for turning a drive motor, and we can assume the same 2.53 km/MJ vehicle efficiency as with the electric car. With 
these numbers, we can calculate the well-to-wheel energy efficiency for our hydrogen fuel-cell car: 2.53 km/MJ x 50% x 61% 
= 0.77 km/MJ. 

This is impressive when compared to a gasoline car, though it is 32% worse than our electric car. But real fuel-cell cars do not 
perform nearly this well. Several car companies have produced a small number of demonstration fuel-cell cars, and the EPA 
has rated the efficiency of some of these. The best fuel-cell demonstration car measured by the EPA is the Honda FCX, which 
gets about 49 miles per kilogram of hydrogen,15 equal to 80.5 kilometers per kilogram. 
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We know that the energy content of hydrogen is 141.9 MJ/kg,16 so we can calculate the vehicle efficiency to be 80.5 km/kg / 
141.9 MJ/kg = 0.57 km/MJ. (Clearly, the Honda fuel cell is nowhere near the theoretical 50% efficiency assumed above.) 
When we calculate the well-to-wheel energy efficiency of this Honda experimental car, we get 0.57 km/MJ x  61% = 0.35 
km/MJ, not even as good as the ordinary diesel Volkswagen Jetta, let alone the gasoline-powered Honda Civic VX or the 
Honda Insight hybrid car. 

However, some proponents of hydrogen fuel cells argue that it would be better to produce hydrogen through electrolysis of 
water. The well-to-tank efficiency of hydrogen made through electrolysis is only about 22%,17 and the well-to-wheel energy 
efficiency of our theoretical fuel-cell car would be 2.53 km/MJ x 50% x 22% = 0.28 km/MJ, and the well-to-wheel energy 
efficiency of the Honda FCX would be 0.57 km/MJ x 22% = 0.12 km/MJ, even less efficient than a Porsche Turbo. 

Even with the $1.2 billion U.S. government initiative to reduce U.S. dependence on foreign oil by developing hydrogen-
powered fuel cells, a recent report by a panel at the National Academy of Sciences shows that Americans should not hold their 
breath waiting for the cars to arrive in showrooms. "In the best-case scenario, the transition to a hydrogen economy would 
take many decades, and any reductions in oil imports and carbon dioxide emissions are likely to be minor during the next 25 
years," said the Academy.18 

Comparison 
The following table shows the well-to-wheel energy efficiency of several types of high-efficiency cars – including an 
efficiency estimate of the Tesla Roadster – based on the measured performance prototypes. 

Technology Example Car Source Fuel Well-to-Station 
Efficiency

Vehicle 
Mileage

Vehicle 
Efficiency

Well-to-Wheel 
Efficiency

Natural Gas Engine Honda CNG Natural Gas 86.0% 35 mpg 0.37 km/MJ 0.318 km/MJ
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Honda FCX Natural Gas 61.0% 64 m/kg 0.57 km/MJ 0.348 km/MJ
Diesel Engine VW Jetta Diesel Crude Oil 90.1% 50 mpg 0.53 km/MJ 0.478 km/MJ
Gasoline Engine Honda Civic VX Crude Oil 81.7% 51 mpg 0.63 km/MJ 0.515 km/MJ
Hybrid (Gas/Electric) Toyota Prius Crude Oil 81.7% 55 mpg 0.68 km/MJ 0.556 km/MJ
Electric Tesla Roadster Natural Gas 52.5% 110 Wh/km 2.18 km/MJ 1.145 km/MJ
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Emissions 
Burning fuel produces a variety of emissions, including sulfur, lead, unburned hydrocarbons, carbon dioxide, and water. 
Through the years, we have improved the emissions of both cars and power plants by reformulating the fuels to eliminate 
sulfur and metals, and by improving combustion and post-combustion scrubbing to eliminate unburned hydrocarbons. In the 
end, an ideal engine or power plant will only emit carbon dioxide and water. Water is fine, but carbon dioxide is the 
greenhouse gas that cannot be avoided. 

We can compute the well-to-wheel carbon dioxide emissions for a given vehicle in a way similar to how we computed energy 
efficiency, since we know the carbon content of the source fuel. With perfect combustion, all of the carbon in the source fuel 
will eventually become carbon dioxide. Assuming perfect combustion, we can calculate the “CO2 content” of any source fuel. 
Crude oil has a carbon content of 19.9 grams per mega-joule, and natural gas has a carbon content of 14.4 grams per mega-
joule.19 1 gram of carbon becomes 3.67 grams of CO2, since the atomic weight of carbon is 12, and oxygen is 16. Therefore, 
the CO2 content of crude oil is 73.0 grams of CO2 per mega-joule, and natural gas has a CO2 content of 52.8 grams of CO2 per 
mega-joule. 

With these numbers, we can calculate the well-to-wheel emissions of the various vehicles, based on the carbon content of the 
source fuel and the energy efficiency of the vehicles: 

Technology Example Car
CO2 Content Efficiency CO2 Emissions

Natural Gas Engine Honda CNG Natural Gas 52.8 g/MJ 0.32 km/MJ 166.0 g/km
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Honda FCX Natural Gas 52.8 g/MJ 0.35 km/MJ 151.7 g/km
Diesel Engine VW Jetta Diesel Crude Oil 73.0 g/MJ 0.48 km/MJ 152.7 g/km
Gasoline Engine Honda Civic VX Crude Oil 73.0 g/MJ 0.52 km/MJ 141.7 g/km
Hybrid (Gas/Electric) Toyota Prius Crude Oil 73.0 g/MJ 0.56 km/MJ 130.4 g/km
Electric Tesla Roadster Natural Gas 52.8 g/MJ 1.15 km/MJ 46.1 g/km

Source Fuel Well-to-Wheel

Well-to-Wheel Carbon Dioxide Emissions
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Again, the electric car shines – from the perspective of CO2 emissions, it is three times better than the hybrid car, and nearly 
four times better than the hydrogen fuel-cell car. 
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The True Multi-Fuel Car 
The beauty of powering cars with electricity from the grid is that we can generate the electricity any way we want without 
changing the cars. As we have seen, we can generate electricity with our choice of fossil fuels. We can also use nuclear fuel, 
or we can generate it with any of a number of “green” sources, such as hydroelectric, geothermal, wind, solar, or biomass. 
Electricity is the universal currency of energy, and we already have a comprehensive distribution system for it. 

Proponents of hydrogen fuel-cell cars regularly compare the forecasted best efficiency of hydrogen production and conversion 
– in futuristic plants and fuel cells that have never been built – to the efficiency of the average existing electric generation 
plant – including all those 25% to 30% efficient power plants that were built in the 1950s. This is not a fair comparison – if we 
are willing to build all-new hydrogen production plants to power a hydrogen car future, then we should be just as willing to 
build new electric generators to power an electric car future. We have assumed 60% efficient best-of-breed electric generators, 
but not science-fiction electric generators. 

However, natural gas accounts for only 14.9%20 of U.S. electricity generation; the rest is a mix of coal, nuclear, and others. 
The average well-to-outlet efficiency of U.S. electric generation, including all the old, inefficient power plants, is about 
41%.21 With this efficiency, our electric car has a well-to-wheel energy efficiency of 0.83 km/MJ, still the most efficient car 
on the road. 

Of course, fuel-cell cars are also multi-fuel cars, since hydrogen can be produced from water using electricity from any source. 
But this is a very inefficient way to use electricity. Consider the following chart: 
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It is obvious that when we start with electricity (however it is produced), it is hard to beat the 86% efficiency of the currently 
available lithium-ion batteries and chargers. Even when we assume extremely high efficiencies for electrolysis, compression, 
and the fuel cell, the fuel-cell car requires more than three times as much electricity from the grid to drive the same distance. 
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Performance 
The vision of replacing many of the cars on the road with clean commuter vehicles has caused most producers of electric cars 
to build low-end cars with as low a price as possible. But even if a solid argument could be made that electric cars will 
ultimately be cheaper than equivalent gasoline cars, they will certainly not be cheaper until their sales volume approaches that 
of a typical gasoline car – many thousands per year at least. 

Until an electric car manufacturer achieves high enough sales to approach a gasoline car manufacturer’s volume efficiencies, 
electric cars will need to compete on other grounds besides price. Aside from the obvious emissions advantage, there is 
another way that an electric car can vastly outperform a gasoline car – in a word, torque. A gasoline engine has very little 
torque at low rpm’s and only delivers reasonable horsepower in a narrow rpm range. On the other hand, an electric motor has 
high torque at zero rpm, and delivers almost constant torque up to about 6,000 rpm, and continues to deliver high power 
beyond 13,000 rpm. This means that a performance electric car can be very quick without the need to use a clutch pedal, and 
the performance of the car is available to a driver without special driving skills. 

With a gasoline engine, performance comes with a big penalty – if you want a car that has the ability to accelerate quickly, 
you need a high-horsepower engine, and you will get poor gas mileage even when you are not driving it hard. On the other 
hand, doubling the horsepower of an electric motor improves efficiency. It is therefore quite easy to build an electric car that is 
both highly efficient and also very quick. 

At one end of the spectrum, the electric car has higher efficiency and lower total emissions than the most efficient cars. At the 
other end of the spectrum, the electric car accelerates at least as well as the best sports cars, but is six times as efficient and 
produces one-tenth the pollution. The chart on the following page compares the Tesla Roadster with several high-performance 
cars and with several high-efficiency cars.
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Technology Example Car Gas mileage Well-to-Wheel 
Efficiency

Well-to-Wheel 
CO2 Emissions

0 to 60 mph 
Acceleration

Electric Tesla Roadster 110 Wh/km 1.15 km/MJ 46.1 g/km 3.9 sec
Gasoline Engine (Turbo 6-cyl) Porsche Turbo 22.0 mpg 0.22 km/MJ 328.2 g/km 4.2 sec
Gasoline Engine (V12) Ferrari 550 Maranello 11.7 mpg 0.12 km/MJ 617.1 g/km 4.7 sec
Gasoline Engine (V8) Chevrolet Corvette 25.0 mpg 0.25 km/MJ 288.8 g/km 4.8 sec
Gasoline Engine (VTEC 4-cyl) Honda Civic VX 51.0 mpg 0.52 km/MJ 141.6 g/km 9.4 sec
Diesel Engine (4-cyl) VW Jetta Diesel 50.0 mpg 0.48 km/MJ 152.1 g/km 11.0 sec
Natural Gas Engine (4-cyl) Honda CNG 35.0 mpg 0.32 km/MJ 165.0 g/km 12.0 sec
Hybrid (3-cyl Gas/Electric) Toyota Prius 55.0 mpg 0.56 km/MJ 131.3 g/km 10.3 sec
Hydrogen Fuel Cell Honda FCX 64 mi/kg 0.35 km/MJ 151.7 g/km 15.8 sec
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When we plot well-to-wheel energy efficiency against acceleration, almost all cars fall along a curve that shows exactly what 
we expect: the better the performance, the worse the mileage. 

But there is one car that is way off the curve: the Tesla Roadster. This car is clearly based on a disruptive technology – it 
simultaneously offers great acceleration and high energy efficiency. 
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Convenience 
The fundamental trade-off in convenience with electric cars is the advantage of starting every day with a “full tank” (and 
never visiting a gas station) versus inconvenient refueling on the road. While it is wonderful never to visit a gas station, this 
would be a bad trade-off if the driving range was too short. 

Electric cars like the EV1 gained notoriety for their short, 60-mile driving ranges.22 In contrast, a typical gasoline car can go 
more than 200 miles on a tank of gas. The main reason that we want to have the more than 200-mile range on our gasoline 
cars is not primarily because we want to drive more than 200 miles in a day, but rather because we don’t want to go to the gas 
station every day – a tank of gas should go about a week. From this perspective, the 60-mile range of the electric car might be 
enough for a commuter car. 

But 60 miles is not enough for anything but the most basic commute. It is not uncommon to drive significantly more than 60 
miles in a day – often leaving directly from work and without any planning ahead. (For example, a drive from Silicon Valley 
to the Pebble Beach golf course is about 90 miles each direction.) Making matters worse, the more fun a car is to drive, the 
more it will be driven. A sports car enthusiast may likely find a 60-mile range to be extremely restrictive. 

Lithium-ion batteries (such as those in most laptop computers) have three times the amount of charge capacity as that of lead-
acid batteries of the same physical size, and, at the same time, weigh substantially less. Additionally, lithium-ion batteries will 
last over 100,000 miles, while lead acid batteries need to be replaced about every 25,000 miles The original lead-acid based 
GM EV1 had a range of about 60 miles. However, the range of Tesla’s lithium-ion based Roadster prototype has a range of 
about 245 miles combined city/highway (and weighed  less). 

A 245-mile range is much more acceptable, even for a sports car enthusiast. The only shortfall of such an electric sports car is 
the inability to take long trips, since there aren’t any recharging stations along the highways and since it takes time to charge 
batteries. 

Until we develop a charging infrastructure (even one that only consists of simple 240-volt electrical outlets in convenient 
places), or until battery technology doubles once more in capacity to give us closer to a 500- mile range, electric cars are best 
suited for local driving – up to about 245 miles from home, limited by the battery charge.23 This is pretty much how sports 
cars are driven anyway: when it’s time to take a long trip, take your other car. 

Electric cars are mechanically much simpler than both gasoline cars and fuel-cell cars. There is no motor oil, no filters, no 
spark plugs, no oxygen sensors. The motor has one moving part, there is no clutch pedal, and the transmission is much 
simpler. Due to regenerative braking, even the friction brakes will encounter little wear.  

Breaking the Compromise 
It is now possible build an exceedingly quick lithium-ion powered electric sports car that looks good, handles well, and is a 
joy to drive, at a lower price than most high-performance sports cars. And yet, this car will be the most fuel-efficient and least 
polluting car on the road. You can have it all. 
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